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FOREWORD

This report presents the results of nuclear rocket power plant 
studies conducted by The Nuclear Division of The Martin Company 
under Air Research and Development Command SR 150.
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SUMMARY

The studies reported herein were undertaken to assist in determin
ing the best way to flight test the first nuclear rocket. Since the nuclear 
system is yet to be designed, some flexibility is possible in the study 
work. Of the many test vehicle configurations possible, it was decided 
to investigate a two-stage device wherein the upper stage is nuclear 
and lower stage is a current ICBM booster. In this configuration, it 
is required that the nuclear stage possess the performance capability 
of propelling itself into earth-satellite orbit after first stage-burnout 
The study was directed toward determining the basic feasibility of 
developing such a nuclear stage.

The system component which has greatest effect on basic feasibility 
is the reactor. Study results indicate that it is possible to develop a 
graphite-fuel-element reactor which meets the requirements of the 
test vehicle stage. The results indicate also that some rather remark
able advantages accrue from the introduction of a moderate percentage 
of beryllium oxide into the core of such a reactor. Of great interest 
is the fact that it appears possible, with such core addition, to develop 
reactors with great growth potential. Results indicate that a reactor 
system can be developed in this fashion which can be flight tested atop 
an ICBM booster and which has the potential of powering a much larger 
rocket (in the neighborhood of one-half-million pounds thrust). This 
indicates a strong possibility of flight testing a nuclear Saturn second 
stage atop an ICBM booster and, perhaps, a nuclear Nova second stage 
atop a Saturn booster.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The flight test portion of nuclear rocket development presents a 
challenging area of study. Interest in this area led to a series of 
studies by Martin Nuclear. The results of some of these studies 
are presented in this report.

There are many possible vehicle configurations in which a nuclear 
rocket can be flight tested. Several of the more interesting are:

(1) A single-stage nuclear test vehicle wherein the nuclear 
rocket is fired from the ground and propels itself into 
earth-satellite orbit.

(2) A two-stage test vehicle with chemical first stage and 
nuclear second stage where the nuclear stage is started 
remotely at first stage burnout and propels itself into 
earth-satellite orbit.

(3) A three stage test vehicle with chemical lower stages and 
a nuclear upper stage where the nuclear stage would be 
started after it had attained earth-satellite orbit.

These possible approaches were examined in a preliminary 
fashion with due consideration given to such factors as: potential 
nuclear rocket missions; the current chemical booster program; 
and what was known of the Rover program. Results of this examina
tion indicated the following:

(1) The first available flight reactor will be basically a 
graphite system under development in the Rover program 
and will be in a relatively low thrust class--hence flight 
test planning should be concentrated upon this type 
system.

(2) The first useful mission will most likely be an upper stage 
in the Saturn or Nova systems.

(3) The single-stage test vehicle approach appears to offer no 
basic vehicle or powerplant feasibility problems. It does 
present greater launch-site, nuclear-hazards problems, 
however, and, in addition, does not appear to be compatible 
with the power level of the earliest flight reactor planned
in the Rover program.

(4) The three-stage test vehicle approach appears to offer no

MND-ROC-1992
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UNCLASSIFIED
basic vehicle or powerplant feasibility problems when the 
first two stages of Saturn are used. Any smaller chemical- 
boost systems, currently planned will not do the job.

(5) The two-stage test vehicle is only of interest if it can use 
an ICBM-type basement booster--anything larger means 
Saturn (in terms of current planning) and the use of Saturn 
provides the capability of more desirable orbital startup 
of the nuclear system.

(6) The basic feasibility of a two~stage test vehicle had not 
been clearly established; nuclear rocket weight, primarily 
that of the reactor, is critical and a reactor design had 
yet to be evolved in the Rover program.

The basic objectives of Martin Nuclear in conducting these 
studies is twofold: to make meaningful contributions to the national 
nuclear rocket program; and to prepare ourselves for eventual 
participation in that program. It appears from preliminary analysis 
that both of these objectives could best be fulfilled by directing study 
toward the determination of the feasibility of the two-stage test 
vehicle with an ICBM-type booster. Such study would provide the 
answer to a question of basic importance to the national program and 
would require a fairly comprehensive design study of the nuclear 
power plant, necessary for true understanding of such a device.

The study was accomplished in two steps. The first was a 
vehicle study which yielded preliminary requirements for the nuclear 
stage. It has been reported previously (Ref. 15). It indicated that 
the nuclear power plant would have to weigh less than 10, 000 lb and 
produce 67,000 lb thrust if it were to attain orbitting conditions from 
atop a Titan first stage. The study was somewhat conservative in 
that 3140° F average reactor exhaust hydrogen temperature was 
assumed.

The study reported herein is concerned with the power plant, with 
emphasis on the reactor which is by far the heaviest component in 
the system. As in most studies of this nature, the work, as it pro
gressed, uncovered many associated problems of interest. Some of 
these in the areas of reactor startup and radiation heating are of 
sufficient magnitude to effect system feasibility. The lack of treat
ment in this report is not intended to indicate lack of importance.
It is planned to give these problems the attention they deserve in the 
future and report on them at a later date.

UNCLASSIFIED
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II. POWER PLANT SYSTEM INTEGRATION

This chapter presents the results of power plant parametric 
studies wherein the weight and performance of all system components 
are evaluated as a function of several common variables, and overall 
power plant systems are evolved, also as a function of these variables.

A. ASSUMPTIONS

From vehicle studies conducted previously (Ref. 15), approximate 
thrust requirements were obtained. From this and an assumed 
value for average reactor exhaust gas temperature of 3600° R, a 
flow rate of 103 lb per second and a reactor power level of 1300 mw 
were obtained. These values were held constant throughout the 
power plant studies. In an iteration of vehicle performance using 
power plant data generated in this study, however, a variation in 
propellant flow was examined to determine its effect on the trajectory 
of the vehicle.

From the preliminary analysis described very briefly in the 
Introduction, it appears that the earliest flight reactor may not fit 
the earliest mission from a power-level standpoint, unless the 
nuclear systems are ganged or some growth potential is provided 
in the reactor design. A rather obvious way to provide reactor 
growth potential in power is by variation of propellant pressure and 
flow rate. In this fashion, it may be possible to flight test an over
designed reactor at very low pressure and use it eventually in a 
higher powered mission role at high propellant pressure. With this 
thought in mind, it was decided to look initially at low pressure systems. 
This, in turn, prompted study of tank-pressurized feed systems which 
would appear to offer the advantage of simplicity for flight testing 
purposes in the low pressure regime.

It was felt initially that failure to obtain useful systems in the low 
pressure, tank-pressurized regime would result in a shift in em
phasis to pump-pressurized systems. The study, however, yielded 
useful tank-pressurized systems and there was no need to conduct 
pumping system studies to accomplish the current objectives.

In the study, uncoated graphite fuel elements were assumed and 
the hydrogen propellant was assumed to contain two mol percent of 
methane. Recent information indicates that this scheme is currently 
in disfavor at Los Alamos and that coated fuel elements and no 
methane are anticipated for the early flight system. The effect of 
this assumption has not been evaluated, but it appears to be some-

i? 9
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thing of a standoff with the requirement for larger tankage offset to 
some degree by the greater specific impulse of the all-hydrogen 
system.

B. EXHAUST NOZZLE

In establishing the physical and performance characteristics of 
the exhaust nozzle for application to the optimization study, consider
ation was given to the use of both the plug-type nozzle and the con
ventional convergent-divergent nozzle. When designed to the same 
conditions, the two nozzle types provide virtually the same specific 
impulse in vacuum operation and the advantage of one over the other 
lies primarily in their relative weight relationship. At first inspec
tion, the plug nozzle appeared to have merit in that the plug was to 
serve, at least in part, as a housing for the reactor. This arrange
ment would serve to make a more compact propulsion system which 
would minimize the weight of the second stage supporting skirt. In 
the final analysis, the plug nozzle and its associated structure proved 
in every case to be heavier than the conventional convergent- 
divergent nozzle. On the basis of this finding, the plug-type nozzle 
was eliminated from further consideration.

To provide minimum weight, the conventional convergent- 
divergent nozzle was contoured according to the method of charac
teristics for shorter length and parallel exit flow to provide a thrust 
equivalent to that of a conical nozzle having a divergent half-angle of 
15° (Refs. 2, 13 and 14). The throat region of the nozzle was to be 
cooled by the propellant, this portion of the nozzle being of stainless 
steel tubular construction. Cooling was applied only to that portion 
of the nozzle where the wall temperature, without cooling, would 
exceed the allowable working temperature of the metal. The cooled 
portion encompassed approximately one-third of the overall nozzle 
length. The remaining portions of the nozzle were uncooled and 
were assumed to be constructed of 0.064 in. stainless steel sheet.
This method of construction is such that, for a given exit diameter, 
the weight of the nozzle is essentially independent of the chamber or 
reactor exit pressure within the range of pressures considered. The 
weight of the nozzle varies significantly only with nozzle exit diameter 
as can be seen in Fig. II-l.

The stagnation temperature was assumed to be 3600° R and 
constant throughout the study. It followed, therefore, that the nozzle 
thrust or specific impulse could be expressed as a function of nozzle 
area ratio for vacuum operation. The specific impulse-area ratio 
relationship, as used in the study, is presented in Fig. II-2. For 
the purposes of the system analysis, the nozzle weight curve (Fig. II-1)
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and the nozzle performance curve (Fig. II-2) were combined into a 
single curve (Fig, II-3) expressing nozzle weight as a function of 
specific impulse and nozzle total pressure. This latter curve com
bines the weight and performance aspects of the nozzle and facilitated 
the determination of nozzle effect on the overall system.

C. PROPELLANT TANKAGE

The propellant system for the nuclear powered second stage 
rocket is of the tank-pressurized type using liquid hydrogen contain
ing 2 mol percent liquid methane as propellants. The propellant 
tank diameter was fixed at thirteen feet and hemispherical domes 
were used to enclose the tank ends.

Titanium alloy A-110AT was selected as the material to be used 
for tank structure. The selection was based upon data available on 
the mechanical properties of high strength steels, aluminum, 
magnesium and titanium alloys at cryogenic temperatures. These 
data were taken from Ref. 1 and are presented in Figs. H-4, II-5 
and II-6.

The titanium alloys exhibit the highest strength-to-weight ratios 
at -25 3° C and retain sufficient ductility to be acceptable as useful 
materials. Titanium alloy A-110AT appears to be the most promis
ing material at these temperatures as it is superior in yield strength- 
to-weight ratio and retains sufficient ductility to permit 3% elongation 
at -253° C. It is also readily weldable and does not require reheat 
treatment to realize its high strength properties at low temperatures.

The principal factors in the design of rocket propellant tanks are 
the axial loads due to internal pressure and power plant thrust, 
bending moment loads and the hoop tension stress due to internal 
pressure. It was assumed that, at the three critical times of t = 0, 
t at maximum dynamic pressure and t at burnout, the axial load was 
always a tension load and that columns or stiffeners were unnecessary. 
Hoop tension was then considered as being the factor determining the 
skin gage. For a modulus of elasticity of 17 x 10b and a yield tensile 
strength of 260,000 psi for the A-110AT alloy, skin gages were 
established for a range of pressures from 60 to 180 psia for an 
assumed factor of safety of 1.25. The material gages calculated for 
a tank pressure of 100 psia were established as the minimum for 
safe and reasonable handling, and were held constant at pressures 
less than 100 psia. Having thus established the dimensions of the 
tanks, the gage and material to be used, the governing design cri
teria, and drawing upon the experience gained in past tank designs, 
the weights were estimated for various combinations of propellant

IED
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quantity and tank pressure. Figure II-7 is a plot of this relationship. 
The abrupt change in the slopes of the curves at 100 psia reflects the 
limiting of the structural gages to the values required at 100 psia.

It will be noticed that the tank weight increases with pressure at 
a rate greater than can be accounted for by hoop stress increases 
alone. The increase in weight is influenced to a great degree by 
increases in tank length which are dictated by an increasing propel
lant volume (for a fixed propellant weight) for increasing tank pres
sures. The capacity of the tank is such that the proper quantity of 
propellant is contained within the tank when the temperature reaches 
a point where boiling takes place at each pressure. The density of 
the liquid propellant varies significantly with temperature and pres
sure and, for this reason, a significant part of the tank weight in
crease for a given tank pressure increase (and a given propellant 
weight) can be attributed to the increased tank volume.

D. REACTOR

Initial effort in the reactor area was directed toward review of 
possible reactor types for this application. It was concluded that 
the basic graphite type will be the first available because of the em
phasis placed upon it in the Rover program. It was decided, there
fore, to concentrate effort on reactors using graphite fuel elements.
In the absence of specific design information, the task of a reactor 
parametric.study based on the best information available was de
cided upon.

Initial study was directed toward graphite-core, graphite reflector 
systems and graphite core, BeO reflected systems. Best information 
available indicated that an average oralloy loading of 0. 3 gm/cc in 
the fuel plates is a reasonable upper limit. With this assumption, it 
soon became obvious that, at this power level, 1300 mw, reactor 
design was being dominated by neutronic considerations (i.e. , size 
and weight were being established primarily by critical mass require
ments rather than heat transfer considerations). Solutions to this 
problem lay in two directions: increasing the average fuel loading 
rate in the fuel plates, or introducing better nuclear materials into 
the core. Since the fuel loading rate in this study is an assumption 
based upon the experimental work of others, it does not lend itself 
to manipulation without a comprehensive experimental program 
beyond the scope of this work. It was decided to investigate the 
effects of adding reasonable amounts of BeO to the core while main
taining the initial ground rule of using only graphite fuel elements.
A conceptual design which accomplishes this is the modular hetero
geneous arrangement shown in Fig. II-8.

UNCLASSIFIED
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In the work, three basic reactor types were studied:

(1) All graphite core, graphite reflected

(2) All graphite core, BeO side reflected

(3) Graphite-BeO core, BeO side reflected.

Nuclear analysis was devoted to determination of the weights of 
critical configurations as a function of reflector thickness and void 
fraction. A more detailed discussion of this work is presented in 
Chapter III. It was determined that the addition of 15% BeO by 
volume to the core made some rather startling improvements in 
neutronic characteristics. These benefits manifest themselves as 
greater allowable void fraction, lower allowable fuel loading rate 
or a combination of both. The magnitudes of these benefits (factors 
of two and more) suggest the desirability of expending further re
search and experimental work in this direction.

BeO has been under extensive investigation in the Pluto program 
for some time, and it is known that the material strength properties 
at elevated temperature have been revised upward considerably. The 
applicability of these results to the hydrogen environment conditions 
of this application are not knowni however, results of a preliminary 
literature survey indicate that Hg-BeO reaction will present no
problem up to 3600° R, the highest temperature test that could be 
found (Ref. 17). Preliminary study indicates that BeO is capable of 
being operated at the temperature and stresses of this application 
with little or no difficulty (3140° F reactor exit gas). At higher 
temperatures, it may be necessary to cool the BeO and accept a 
penalty in average gas temperature. In view of the neutronic advan
tages indicated, however, this compromise will not be too unpalatable.

The data obtained from the nuclear analysis are presented in 
condensed form in the plot of free flow area versus reactor weight of 
Fig. II-9. The advantage in propellant handling capacity as indicated 
by greater flow areas for the 15% BeO system were achieved with 
considerably lower fuel investment as indicated by a decrease in 
average fuel loading rate by a factor of four to five.

Reactor thermodynamic performance was analyzed also. With 
exit gas temperature and flow rate fixed at 3140° F and 103 lb/sec, 
respectively, it was possible to determine free flow area, Mach 
number and pressure relationships. Reactor weight for the 15%
BeO system is shown as a function of inlet pressure and exit Mach 
number in Fig. 11-10. Reactor pressure ratio as a function of exit

MND-ROC-1992 i? 13
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Mach number for the assumed conditions is shown in Fig. 11-11.

Similar results were obtained for the other two reactor types 
studied. These results formed the basis for integration of the reactor 
into the analysis of the overall propulsion system. Details are pre
sented in Chapter III.

E. MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENTS

Consideration of the various fixed-weight items in the system led 
to an allowance of 3950 lb for these items. Included in the list of 
items falling under this category are:

Vehicle guidance and control equipment 400
Reactor controls 500
Reactor pressure vessel 500*
Plumbing and valving 300
Electrical equipment 460
Insulation 330
Separation boosters 190
Liquid oxygen for thrust vector control 200
Power plant and payload support structure 340
Nose cone 260
Skirt 150
Miscellaneous 320

3950

* This weight is valid only for small variations around the 
design point, 130 psi tank pressure.

F. PROCEDURE

The procedure used in selecting the optimum combination of inde
pendent variables was devised from the basic weight identity:

W . , = W - (W . + W , + W , + W. ,payload o reactor nozzle propellant tank
+ W . )misc.

where WQ represents the second stage gross weight of 47,440 lb and
Wmisc represents the weight of the fixed weight components which
totalled 3950,1b. The optimization study involved the systematic sub
stitution of the weights of the system components as they varied with
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their independent variables to determine the specific combination or 
combinations yielding the maximum payload.

The procedure involved first the selection of a mission and a 
value of specific impulse. The total quantity of propellant required 
to perform the mission at the given value of specific impulse was 
determined from Fig. 11-12. At various selected values of tank pres
sure, with the quantity of propellant established above, corresponding 
values of tank weight were determined from Fig. II-7. After making 
corrections for pressure losses in the system between the tank and 
the reactor, various values of reactor exit Mach number were then 
selected for each value of reactor inlet pressure. From these, the 
proper values of reactor weight and reactor pressure ratio were de
termined from Figs. 11-10 and 11-11. Upon effecting the solution for 
the pressure at the reflector exit (which is equal to the nozzle stagna
tion pressure), the weight of the exhaust nozzle was determined for 
the assumed value of specific impulse from Fig. II-3. Having thus 
established the weights of the various system components, the solution 
for payload weight was accomplished. By following the above pro
cedure, it was possible to maximize payload weight in terms of 
reactor exit Mach number and propellant tank pressure at each given 
value of specific impulse and then, in turn, to determine the value of 
specific impulse yielding the maximum payload.

Because the early flights of a nuclear powered vehicle will most 
probably be flown for reactor test purposes, consideration has been 
given to maximizing the size of the reactor that could be installed in 
the second stage vehicle under consideration. This was accomplished 
by essentially the same procedure described above; however, in this 
latter analysis the reactor weight was a variable and its weight was 
determined by solution of the system weights equation.

The independent variables considered in the study covered the 
following range of values:

Specific impulse—630 sec to 670 sec 
Tank pressure—60 psia to 170 psia 
Reflector exit Mach number~-0.4 to 0.8

The components weights and the other dependent variables corres
pondingly covered the following range of values:

Reactor weight--66001b to 9500 lb 
Propellant weight--28,760 lb to 30,030 lb 
Tank weight--25 70 lb to 5 730 lb 
Nozzle weight--250 lb to 2470 lb 
Nozzle total pressure--38 psia to 100 psia 
Nozzle exit diameter--50 in. to 170 in.

MND-ROC-1992
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Second stage mass ratio--1.46 to 1.7
Second stage initial thrust to weight ratio--1.38 to 1.46.

G. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In order to put together an optimum power plant, it is necessary to 
consider the overall vehicle and its mission. The vehicle work re
reported in Ref. 15 must be revised utilizing the firmer power plant 
inputs generated here. In addition, further thinking about the mission 
as previously selected indicates that it may be desirable to provide 
longer orbiting lifetimes in order to provide a greater degree of re
activity decay before re-entry. Another problem which came to light 
in this general area is that of coast time between stages, its effect on 
reactor startup requirements and its effect on the vehicle trajectory. 
The results of a series of studies which treat these problems and 
their influence on vehicle and power plant design are presented in the 
paragraphs which follow.

1. Assumptions

It might be well at this point to review briefly the preliminary 
vehicle design which was generated before this power plant study was 
begun (Ref. 15). The chemical booster stage is a current Titan first 
stage booster. This booster has a weight of 171,600 lb, a length of 
approximately 5 2 feet, a diameter of 10 feet and a thrust of 300,000 
lb. It burns for 135 seconds and propels its second stage to a velocity 
of approximately 7500 feet per second, at an altitude of approximately 
200,000 feet. A preliminary study of optimum stage-weight ratio 
indicated that maximum payload or design weight margin is obtained 
when the nuclear second stage is approximately the same as the exist
ing Titan second stage. This is generally true for values of second 
stage specific impulse in the neighborhood of 650 seconds. Hence, 
the Titan second stage weight of 47,440 lb is assumed for the nuclear 
stage throughout this study.

Because of the large difference in densities between hydrogen and 
current Titan propellants, it is necessary to provide greatly increased 
tankage volume. The current chemical Titan second stage diameter 
is 8 feet, but a nuclear stage diameter of 13 feet was selected in 
order to provide reasonable slenderness ratio and keep the vehicle 
stability and control problems within acceptable bounds. An indication 
of the relative sizes of existing and nuclear Titan configurations can 
be obtained from Fig. 11-13. It is anticipated that any revisions to the 
existing Titan first stage will be minor despite the relatively large 
volume of the second stage. This is due primarily to the fact that 
the test vehicle is not a weapon system and reasonable control of 
surface climatic conditions at launch can be exercised.

MND-ROC-1992
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In the studies which follow, all trajectory computations were per
formed on an IBM-709. In all cases, unless otherwise noted, a coast 
time of 30 seconds after first stage burnout was assumed to allow 
completion of reactor startup. In all cases, the vehicle was assumed 
to follow a zero lift trajectory to the required burnout velocity at 
perigee.

2. Systems Using 15% BeO Core Reactor

In the initial iteration of the preliminary vehicle study, the 15%
BeO core reactors were used. An optimization study, described in 
more detail in Appendix A, and utilizing the procedure described in 
the previous section of this report, indicated that an optimum value 
for specific impulse is 655 seconds. At this condition, reactor weight 
is 7670 lb and the vehicle has a payload or design margin of 2060 lb. 
This margin is significant in that it exists at a low average-oralloy- 
loading rate in the reactor (0.067 gm/cc). Reactor weight could have 
been decreased by going to higher rates with resulting higher fuel 
investments and higher system costs. This alternative exists should 
some unforeseen difficulty arise in the development of the system 
described herein.

An objective of this study is to seek reactor systems for this test 
application which possess inherent growth potential for other more 
useful applications. This, as stated previously, is the reason for the 
concentration of interest in the low pressure systems. One way of 
providing such growth potential is by utilizing larger reactors for the 
test application than are required by that application. The design 
margin which esists can be used to this end. To accomplish this, the 
optimization procedure was rerun with the objective of maximizing 
reactor weight. The results of this study indicate that a 10,650-lb 
reactor can be used. The growth potential of such a system will be 
discussed later.

3, Systems Utilizing All-Graphite Core Reactor

In another iteration of the preliminary vehicle study, the all
graphite core, BeO-reflected reactors were used. Here, the optimi
zation study revealed that optimum specific impulse is 660 seconds.
At this condition reactor weight is 9350 lb and payload or design mar
gin is approximately 500 lb. This margin is attained with an average 
oralloy loading rate in the reactor of 0.3 gm/cc. It should be noted 
that these rates are quoted on the basis of volume of graphite in the 
core, i.e., 0.3 gm oralloy per cc graphite. However, approximately 
20% of the graphite in the core is unfueled structure. Hence, the 
average loading rate in the fueled graphite is 0. 081 and 0. 36 gms/cc 
for the 15% BeO and the all-graphite cores, respectively.

17
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Reoptimization to provide maximum reactor weight with this sys 
tern yielded a reactor weight of 10,000 lb.

4. Orbit Life Considerations

Study necessary to determine what constitutes a satisfactory orbital 
lifetime for the reactors under consideration has not been performed.
It may be that reactor afterheat will vaporize and disperse most of the 
fission products and activated materials. It is likely, on the other 
hand, that much of the activated vehicle structure will remain in one 
piece. Rather than go into an investigation of this phenomenon at this 
time, it was decided to look briefly at the problem of varying orbital 
lifetime and to determine its effects on vehicle design.

Figure 11-14 illustrates the relationship between specific impulse, 
propellant weight, orbit lifetime and perigee altitude for the systems 
studied here with a perigee velocity of 2 6,000 feet per second. It can 
be seen that the systems previously quoted at specific impulses of 655 
and 660 have perigee altitudes of approximately 135 statute miles and 
orbital lifetimes of approximately 65 days. It can also be seen that 
greater lifetime can be attained by operating at lower specific impulse 
and accepting a penalty in propellant weight. In this fashion, the 2000- 
pound design margin quoted previously could be used (neglecting addi
tional tankage requirements) to provide an additional 80 days in orbit. 
The 500-lb margin would obviously yield 20 additional days. It is 
apparent that this solution is not a very desirable one.

An alternative is the more efficient use of energy through pro
grammed thrust. An initial study of this approach was conducted using 
a very elementary type of programming. In it, flow rate is halved 
when half the propellant is expended, yielding a step thrust-time pro
file. With this type of thrust programming orbital lifetime is increased 
to 6.7 years but not without the penalty of adding an additional 900 lb 
of propellant.

In each of the trajectory studies quoted above, a burnout velocity of 
2 6,000 feet per second is assumed. It was decided to investigate a 
lifetime of 1000 days by terminating thrust at a point which would yield 
this lifetime regardless of velocity. Here again, the thrust was step 
programmed. Results indicate that this lifetime can be achieved with 
the addition of 650 lb of propellant, yielding a design margin of 1300 
lb.

A further study was conducted to determine the advantages which 
might be accrued by continuously varying thrust and maintaining a con
stant thrust-to-weight ratio; here again, a 1000-day lifetime determined 
thrust termination. Design margin, as a function of thrust-to-weight
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ratio, is shown in Fig. 11-15. It is shown that a thrust-to-weight ratio 
of approximately 1.5 yields optimum results, and that only a 350-lb 
penalty in design margin need be accepted if this method of thrust 
programming can be successfully implemented.

5. Intra-stage Coast Time Considerations

The preceding discussion of orbital lifetime was primarily con
cerned with the importance of achieving maximum altitude at final 
stage burnout. Coasting between stages, when the vehicle velocity 
vector has an appreciable vertical component, tends to aggravate this 
problem because of the loss of vertical velocity due to gravitational 
deceleration. Consequently, the time duration of such coast periods 
should be minimized.

On the other hand, however, it is necessary that the reactor be 
brought up to power in an orderly fashion. It is reasonable to assume 
that propellant flow, for cooling purposes, will have to be initiated at 
relatively low reactor power. It is also reasonable to assume that 
such flow in substantial proportions can only be countenanced after 
separation if heavy vehicle weight penalties in the form of deflector 
plates, etc., are to be avoided. It appears, therefore, that some por
tion of reactor power buildup will have to occur after separation. 
Hence, there occurs the not unusual need for design compromise 
between conflicting requirements.

Although the importance of reactor control, particularly through 
the startup phase, was recognized at this juncture, it was decided, in 
view of the complexity of the problem, to sidestep it and concentrate 
on the simpler task of ascertaining the importance of coast time on 
the overall problem. It is interesting to note at this point, however, 
that the very large variation in reactivity due to the introduction of 
hydrogen into the reactor core at startup, as reported recently at 
Los Alamos, did not appear in these studies. The only apparent 
reason for its absence is the in-line, reflector-cooling scheme adop
ted here, wherein the hydrogen is always in the gaseous condition, 
with considerably lower density, when it enters the reactor.

A plot of design margin versus coasting time for the vehicle sys
tems presented herein is presented in Fig. 11-16. It is seen that a 
coast time of 90 seconds entirely consumes a design margin of 2000 
lb as computed for a 30-second coast. These results are based upon 
computed values of thrust obtained during power buildup.

6, Power Plant Growth Potential

Each of the systems evolved herein operates at chamber pressure
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in the neighborhood of 50 psia. Each of the systems can be operated 
at higher pressure and higher power within limitations imposed by 
thermal stresses in the fuel plates. Figure 11-17 illustrates growth 
potential for the graphite-BeO core reactor systems. Here, the test 
vehicle design point shown on the 67,500-lb thrust curve at lower left 
can be projected horizontally to the right until the stress cutoff limit 
is approached. In this manner, it is shown that the 10,500-lb reactor 
has the potential of providing thrust of over one-half million lb. At 
the higher thrust level, the reactor core and reflector would be the 
same. Only the pressure shell would have to be thickened to account 
for the higher operating pressure.

A similar projection is shown for a 7500-lb reactor system which 
provides maximum design margin at the fuel loading rate and fuel 
plate thickness assumed for the study. It indicates a growth potential 
to over one-quarter million lb thrust. It should be noted that the 
assumptions made in the generation of this growth potential plot differ 
somewhat from those made in the rest of the study in that a minimum 
fuel plate thickness of approximately 0.050 inch is made. Hence, this 
does not mean that the reactors designed previously can fulfill this 
potential but that it is possible to design reactor systems which can. 
The low fuel loading rate assumed for all systems of this type re
mains as a design margin which can be utilized, if necessary, to 
make up for detail design problems which may have been overlooked 
in this preliminary design study.

It is rather obvious at this point that further mission study is re
quired to ascertain the reactor power and thrust classes which are 
of interest for Saturn and Nova upper stage application. From the 
growth potential indicated here, however, it is easy to foresee 
reactor designs which can be flight tested atop Titan and applied use
fully as a Saturn second stage. In similar fashion, one can see sys
tems that can be flight tested atop Saturn and applied usefully as a 
Nova upper stage.

Study of Saturn and Nova applications are currently underway at 
Martin and will be reported on in the future.
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III. SUPPORTING STUDIES

This chapter presents more detailed results of studies performed 
in support of the system's integration work described in the previous 
chapter. Work was concentrated primarily in the reactor area because 
it is clearly the system component which has greatest effect upon basic 
system feasibility. The fundamental problem investigated is that of 
determining whether a reactor can be developed, using substantially 
current technology, which can fulfill the requirements for an ICBM second 
stage energy source capable of propelling itself into earth orbit.

The reactor system analysis, treated in detail in the following sections, 
provided the necessary inputs to the overall vehicle system studies for 
three reactor complexes. In order to effect a smooth transition between 
the results of the nuclear analysis and the reactor thermodynamic analy
sis, the core free flow area (AcE) was plotted against the reactor weights
for the critical systems considered. The thermodynamic analysis of 
the hot channel provided the relationships between reactor pressure 
levels, coolant passage Mach number and the linking parameter-core 
free flow area. Finally, the thermal stress analysis, when combined 
with the nuclear and thermodynamic analysis, determined the range of 
feasible reactor system designs.

A. REACTOR ANALYSIS--NUCLEAR

Nuclear analysis was performed on a number of reactor complexes 
to support a parametric study of nuclear rockets for second stage 
application. These complexes consisted of an all-graphite reactor, in
cluding a graphite reflector; an all-graphite reactor complex having a 
BeO reflector and a 15% (by volume) BeO moderated reactor complex 
having a BeO reflector. The reactor configuration and geometry of the 
three complexes are the same, that is, each system is composed of a 
fuel bearing region, a moderator region also radial and end reflectors. 
Each system contains flow passages for hydrogen coolant. The range 
of variables for the parametric studies are outlined in Table I.

1. Method of Analysis

The analysis was performed with the use of linked GE-ANP Fortran 
coded programs C-3 and F-3. The C-3 program is a multi group one- 
region bare calculation using an equivalent homogenized core to compute? 
the flux and slowing down density at twenty lethargy values. A cell 
correction can be applied if thermal disadvantage factors are read in, 
and a modified Behren's correction may be included to account for the 
increased leakage due to heterogeneity. An extensive printout includes 
input data, three-group constants weighed according to the energy flux.

m
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UNClASf®
production, flux and loss spectra, and complete core macroscopic cross
section.

Program F-3 is a three-group multi-region neutron diffusion pro
gram. Using three-group constants computed by program C-3, this 
program calculates the criticality and the normalized neutron flux at 
three lethargy levels. The boundary conditions can be specified for 
each group, or, if the albedo is specified, boundary conditions will be 
calculated. Output includes a printout of the input data, fast, intermedi
ate and thermal flux distributions, calculated criticality and a normal
ized power distribution.

Prior to the analysis of any conceptual designs, the validity of using 
the linked C-3 and F-3 program was ascertained by checking it against 
the A-16 critical graphite assembly at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 
The measured K-effective at Los Alamos was 1.053; the value computed 
by the linked C-3 and F-3 program was 1.047. Although not all the 
pertinent data of the A-16 configuration were available, agreement 
between the two values of K-effective was deemed good enough to warrant 
a qualitative analysis by using the linked C-3 and F-3 program. It 
should be realized that the A-16, an all-graphite assembly, was similar but 
not identical to some of the systems studied herein. The linked C-3 and F-3 
program was not checked against a critical experiment for BeO moderated 
or BeO reflected systems.

2. Graphite Core, Graphite Reflected Systems

The analysis of the graphite systems consisted of a parametric study 
of the void volume fraction, core diameter and radial reflector thick
ness. Void volume fraction was varied between 15 and 30 per cent, 
core diameter was varied between 91.44 and 152.40 cm., and radial 
reflector thickness was varied between 2 and 15 cm. (Table I). During 
the course of the study L/D was held constant at 1.0 and the fuel load
ing rate in the graphite fuel plates was held constant at 0.3 g/cc. The 
selection of 0.3 g/cc loading was considered as a design criteria to 
preserve the structural integrity of the system. The total end reflector 
savings was arbitrarily selected as 29 cm. The radial reflectors for these 
reactors were solid graphite. The average core temperature was 2000° R, 
the average reflector temperature was 500° R and the hydrogen gas 
pressure was 100 psia. The axial buckling was calculated by the use of 
the equation.

B2 =

where B2

\B. +AK+6) 

axial buckling

H = bare reactor height

UNCLASSIFIED
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AH = axial reflector savings
5 = twice the extrapolation distance

Results of the parametric study of the all-graphite system are summa
rized in Fig. III-l which shows the weight of oralloy in the core as a 
function of core diameter, radial reflector thickness and void volume 
fraction. The weights of the critical systems, located within the limits 
of the study performed, were then calculated and plotted as a function 
of free flow area (A € ) in Fig. III-2. It should be realized that Fig.
Ill-2 is valid only for systems shown in Fig. III-l, A system selected 
from Fig. III-l will provide a critical core diameter and void fraction.
Using these parameters, Ac e may be computed; then, the total reactor

weight is found from Fig. IH-2. This weight consists of the weight of 
the side reflector found in Fig. III-l plus the weight of a core with the 
diameter and void also indicated in Fig. III-l in addition to the weight 
of the end reflector which was computed as a 15.24 cm extension on 
each end of the respective reactor cores.

3. Graphite-BeO Core, BeO Reflected Systems

Exploratory studies in which BeO loading and fuel loading rate were 
varied over sufficient range indicated that 15% BeO by volume in the 
core and a fuel loading density of 0.067 g/cc in the fuel plates would 
provide critical reactors to match preliminary thermodynamic require
ments at the pressure levels contemplated in this overall study. It was 
decided to fix these parameters for the first cycle of an overall vehicle 
parametric study. These values were chosen to allow very low critical 
masses. One interesting aspect of this study is that the graphite fuel 
plates are not fuel limited and can contain approximately six times this 
loading density. The main advantages of holding a low fuel loading is 
that this allows power flattening by fuel displacement if it is desired.

In the parametric study of the BeO systems, the void volume fraction 
was varied between 35 and 50%, the core diameter was varied between 
106.68 and 152.40 cm and the radial reflector thickness was varied between 
5 and 12 cm. Length-to-diameter was held constant at 0.15 and the total 
axial reflector savings was taken to be constant (20 cm). The majority of 
cases were run with fuel loading of 0.067 g/cc in the fuel plates. The 
average core temperature was 2000° R, the average reflector temperature 
was 500° R and the hydrogen gas pressure was 100 psia. The radial reflector 
consisted of 75% BeO by volume and 25% hydrogen gas at 100 psia. Results 
of the BeO system parametric study are shown in Fig. III-3. Figure III-3 
is used in a similar manner as Fig. III-l of the carbon system to deter
mine reactor weight versus A . The results of this analysis are shown 
in Fig. III-4. c
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An additional study of the BeO system, in which the loading of oralloy 
in the fuel plates varied from 0.067 g/cc to 0.178 g/cc, was made to 
determine the effect of loading rate on criticality. Results of this study 
are shown in Fig. III-5 and indicate that an increased loading density, 
up to some point, is expected to decrease reactor weight.

Since variations in temperature and hydrogen gas pressure cause 
some change in K-effective the BeO critical assembly, (at a core temper
ature of 200° R and a gas pressure of 100 psia) was checked at various 
other temperatures and pressures. The reactivity change with respect 
to pressure ( AK/psi) is approximately equal to +0.0000145. Average 
core temperatures ranging from room temperature to 2000° R was seen 
to be worth less than a -0.0062 change in reactivity.

4. Graphite--Core BeO-Reflected Systems

In the parametric study of the graphite-moderated BeO-reflected 
core, the void volume fraction was varied between 25% and 35%, the 
core diameter was varied between 91.44 and 152.40 cm., and the radial 
reflector thickness was varied between 5 and 15 cm. The fuel loading 
rate was made uniform at 0.3 g/cc of core graphite. The results of 
this study are shown in Fig. Ill-6 and Fig. Ill-7.

5. General Discussion

A comparison of Figs. III-2 and III-4 shows a considerable weight 
saving in the 15% BeO systems for a given A E . Likewise, the weight 
of oralloy in the core is considerably less for the 15% BeO systems 
than for the graphite systems as seen in Figs. III-l, III-3 and III-6. A 
weight comparison for the three systems is shown in Fig. III-8. Since 
these comparisons are made against free flow area, the effects on vehicle 
performance may be readily evaluated. Obviously, the lower weight 
reactors will perform better if no penalties such as high pressure drop 
or poor power distribution result.

The three reactor types are currently being studied using a multi
group, multi-region, two dimensional diffusion code. The cases com
pleted to date indicate correlation within 1% on K-effective for all
graphite cores within the range of reactor sizes and void fractions of 
this study. This work is continuing and will likely include some point . 
checks using SN codes. In addition, power distributions will be studied 
on a more rigorous basis.

The indications from the C-3 and F-3 code printout is that the radial 
power distributions of the 15% BeO systems are somewhat better than 
those of all-graphite systems. (1.35 maximum to average as compared 
to 1.5.) This is, of course, affected by the reflector, solidity, and other 
variables.
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TABLE 1

Limits of Reactor Parametric Studies

System

Core
Dia.
Min.

(cm)
Max.

Fraction Void 
Min. Max.

Reflector 
Thickness 
Min. Max.

Loading 
Oralloy in 

Fuel Plates

All-graphite 91.44 152.40 0.15 0.30 2 15 0.3 g/cc

15% BeO 106.68 152.40 0.35 0.50 5 12 0.067 g/cc*

Graphite- 
modulation BeO 
reflected 91.44 152.40 0.25 0.35 5 15 0.3 g/cc

*A study of the effect of loading on criticality was made for four dif
ferent loadings. See Fig. Ill-5.

6. Conclusions

a. The substitution of relatively small percentages of BeO in 
graphite reactor cores provides a marked improvement in fuel economy 
and increased void fraction, hence a definite weight advantage. This 
advantage is believed to be valid for all power levels.

b. The use of BeO reflectors on graphite cores is better than 
carbon reflectors.

c. In the reactor complex having 15% BeO some increase in fuel 
loading density (g U-235/cc carbon) is possible and should be beneficial 
in reactors of small size.

d. It may be possible to effect weight savings with a more favor
able power distribution. This will be evaluated in more detail.

B. REACTOR ANALYSIS--THERMODYNAMIC

The thermodynamic studies were linked to the nuclear studies by 
the use of the core free flow area. This parameter in combination with 
coolant passage hydraulic diameter and length (i.e. core diameter, since 
a core L/De of 1.00 was assumed for the studies), propellant flow rate

and design temperatures will permit the computation of core thermo-
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dynamics.

For these studies a single propellant flow rate (103 lb/sec) and a 
power level (1300 mw) was selected to provide an average gas exit 
temperature of 3600° R (3140° F). This design point was chosen to 
obtain an initial thrust to weight ratio of 1.5 for the nuclear second stage. 
In future work, the effects of varying weight flow, power, and other basic 
parameters will be determined.

The thermodynamic studies were conducted using critical reactor 
configurations supplied from the nuclear analysis. The heat transfer 
analysis indicated designs which would transfer the desired thermal 
power within a specified maximum wall temperature limitation. The 
primary input from the thermodynamic analysis to the overall system 
studies were therefore reactor coolant inlet and outlet conditions for the 
various core geometries for which the weight was previously determined. 
The propellant tank supply pressure was determined from the calculated 
reactor inlet pressure plus supply line, reflector and the nozzle losses. 
The calculated reactor outlet pressure plus sudden expansion losses 
determined the nozzle inlet pressure.

1, Core Heat Transfer Analysis

The heat transfer characteristics of the core were determined as 
follows. Hand calculations were performed in order to shorten the 
time required to establish areas of interest; a comparable program 
was written and coded for the IBM 704 machine; a short-cut analytical 
method was developed and checked by the machine program, this method 
is outlined in Appendix B.

The Mach number, total pressure and total temperature were chosen 
as the primary parameters for the preliminary calculations. These 
facilitate detailed hand calculations as compared with the use of velocity, 
static temperature and static pressure. The latter parameters were 
used in the equations which form the basis of the machine program, and 
therein lies the major difference between the two approaches. The 
analytical approach involved a number of approximations, but resulted 
in fairly good agreement with the machine program.

ForThe power level chosen for this study it was established that the 
hydrogen flow through the coolant tubes of the core was turbulent through
out the reactor for a maximum gas outlet temperature of 3600° R and 
for the range of parameters considered in the 15% BeO-carbon cores. 
Hence Equation (3) was used throughout the preliminary calculations 
to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient. For other appli
cations involving higher outlet temperatures or lower pressures, this 
equation will not necessarily apply. Actually the extremes of the all
graphite systems studies resulted in somewhat lower Reynolds numbers
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than those of the 15% BeO-graphite cores. This is caused by the marked dif
ference in nuclearly feasible void fractions between the two core types.

Preliminary analysis and calculation procedure.- The overall problem of 
removing the available energy arising from fissions in a nuclear reactor core 
is one of matching the steady-state heat generation in the fuel elements to the 
coolant capabilities of the working fluid while not exceeding the constraints of 
maximum wall temperature, maximum element centerline temperature, desired 
coolant outlet temperature, fuel plate thermal stress and acceptable pressure 
losses for the system being studied.

The heat generated within the fuel elements at a given section of the core 
must be transferred to the coolant through a series of thermal resistances. 
These resistances control the conduction of the heat through the fuel element, 
the forced convection of the heat to the coolant and, where important, the radi
ation of the heat to the coolant from the fuel element walls. The ability of the 
gas to transport this heat out of this section is determined by the properties of 
the coolant and the mass flow.

The transfer of the internal heat generated to the gas is controlled by the 
equation:

q = u As <Tc - V (

where

q = internal heat generated 

U A = local total resistance to heat flow 

Tc = local temperature of fuel element core 

T^ = local coolant bulk temperature (static).

The local total resistance to heat transfer can be expressed as:

1 = t/2 _J___ 1 = R
U A K' hc As hr As total

where

t/2 = half thickness of the fuel element

K' = mean thermal conductivity of the fuel element material 

A„ = local heat transfer surface areaO

hc = convective heat transfer coefficient

hr = equivalent radiative heat transfer coefficient.

(2)
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For hydrogen gas as a coolant, the radiation term is felt to be small and 
therefore has been eliminated from the calculation procedure in this study. 
Some radiant heat transfer is expected due to the free carbon resulting from 
methane dissociation and this under study. It has been concluded currently 
that this radiant heat transfer will be helpful in reducing the maximum wall 
temperature and evening out the temperature peaks. This effect is a second 
order effect, however.

Determination of the local convective heat transfer coefficient, h , is per
formed by evaluation of the following equation where it is determined that tur
bulent flow exists in the coolant passages:

hc = 0.023 (NRe)f°-8 (Npr)f0-4 ^ --Refs. (3) and (4) (3)

e

where

(NRe)£ = Reynolds number based on properties evaluated at the film 
temperature

(Np^)^ = Prandtl number based on properties evaluated at the film 
temperature

Kj. = thermal conductivity of coolant based on properties evalu
ated at the film temperature

De = hydraulic diameter of the coolant passages

■P _ T bulk + T wall , ,if = ---------- -----------— = film temperature.

The capability of the coolant gas to transport the required thermal energy 
out of the core is determined by the equation:

q' = WCp ATt = * 4Ht (4

where

w = coolant weight flow rate

A = change in total enthalpy of coolant due to heat addition 

A Xj. = change in coolant total temperature due to heat addition 

Cp = average specific heat at constant pressure.
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Since the mass flow required to remove a desired amount of thermal 
energy is fixed for a given coolant by the desired inlet and exit bulk temper- 
atureSj and since the overall resistance to heat transfer is a function of this 
mass flow, it can be seen that the following two conditions must be matched 
locally along the core length if the desired constraints are not to be exceeded. 
That is:

q' c (i AHt>local = q = [uA(Tc-Tb)] local (5)

Normalizing the axial and radial power distributions provides a means 
whereby the heat generated in any incremental volume of the core can be 
determined. The power generated in any incremental volume is thus given by:

where

Q
Q

= power generated in the incremental volume 

= total reactor power

= local to average power density in the 
r incremental volume.

N = ratio of incremental length to total core length

-r— = ratio of frontal area of incremental volume to total core 
T frontal area.

(6)

The total pressure drop of the coolant flow passing through the reactor 
core is a result of the momentum increase due to heat addition, and friction. 
This pressure drop can be expressed by the differential equation:

dpt

^T
rM2 , 4f dx 

De
Ref. (5)

45
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When applied to the incremental length, £, of stage n the equation, when 
integrated and reduced, becomes:

t n+ 1 t n+ 1

vM
-M 4f D. (8)

n n

where

n + 1

n

= the total pressure ratio across the n*"*1 stage

- the total temperature ratio across the n**1 stage

n

7 = the average value of the ratio of specific heats,
Cp/Cv , for the n**1 stage

M = the average value of Mach No. in the n n stage

i th■g— .= the length to hydraulic diameter ratio for the n stage
e

f* '(;]'}
^ the average fanning friction factor for the n stage and is 

a function of the local Reynolds number based on hydraulic 
diameter.

Along with that associated with the core proper, the overall reactor pres
sure ratio must also include any additional losses due to sudden contractions 
and expansions, headers and staging discontinuities.

IBM machine program.- The program discussed below is an expedient 
means of solving the differential equations which describe the flow of a com
pressible fluid coolant through an operating reactor under steady~state flow 
conditions. As mentioned earlier, the fluid flow equations are solved by an 
iteration process for velocity, static pressure and static temperatures, but the 
approach is comparable to the one employed in the hand calculations.
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Six equations are necessary to calculate the static pressure, static temper
ature, velocity, wall temperature and friction factor at the center of each in
cremental length axially along the core.

To develop the equation describing the static pressure in the center of each 
axial incremental length we have:

dq' = ^ Cp d Tt (9)

or integrating both sides,

q' = w cp do)

where

0 = upstream

1 = downstream.

The relationship between total (or stagnation) temperature and static 
temperature is:

Tt = Ts + V
2gJ Cp

where subscript t = total or (stagnation)
s = static condition

(11)

The perfect gas law states that

P v = R T (12)o S

and the continuity equation for a constant area (A) passage provides that

p AV = constant = w

GRT
V - w _ G _ ^ _' p - Gv  s

Ps
(13)
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where

V = fluid flow velocity

v = specific volume of fluid

Ac e = free flow area.

Combining Equations (10) and (11), we have:

V12
Tt0 + w Cp = Ts1 + 2 g J Cp (14)

and by inserting into Equation (14) the relationships in Equation (13), 
we have:

T J- ^
V. P

, 1 Sj vi2
1

*t0 ' G (Ac< )Cp GR

Solving for P , we have:
S1

2 g J Cp

p _ G R T +
vi2

S1 V1 1*0 G<Ac€ ICp 2 g J C

(15)

(16)

The equation describing the velocity at the center of each incremental 
length can be developed as follows.

The equation describing the force balance for compressible flow is:

-vdP = Vd V
g

9
t 4fV^dx

2g & e
(17)

or

-dP = Vd V 
vg

O
, 4f d x

2 g D v& e
(17a)
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By substituting Equation (5) into Equation (17a), we have:

_ G d V , 4f G V d x
= -g- + -ag-DT'' (18)

Since the machine program involves a large number of axial increments.

we make the approximation 
by calculations.

V =
Vl + v0

which was shown to be valid

Integrating Equation (18), we have:

%' 'V f (vi' v“) f G (v0 + vl)

or

(19)

P = P 
S1 S0

- v,g 1
1 + D A x + — V

g o 1- De Ax (19a)

Equating Equations (16) and (19a) results in the following quadratic 
equation for :

G
g

1 + G ft AT 2
TgJX3p V1

+ RG Tr R q'
TA''s) C,

= 0 (20)

The variation of fanning friction factor, f, with Reynolds number 
must be known before the fluid flow equations can be solved. This re
lationship, based on Colburn's analogy and Equation (23), is as follows:
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(where subscript f indicates properties evaluated at the film temperature).

Since the friction factor is not independent of the heat transfer relationships.
being based on film temperature, the heat transfer equation is required to per
mit the solution of the fluid flow equations. The equation is as follows:

q = h A, (22)s

where
K -0.1

h = 0.036 (23)

Therefore, for given inlet conditions and core geometry, the machine 
program solves simultaneously by an iterative procedure Equations (13),
(16), (20), (21), (22) and (23) and the fluid physical properties for the values 
of velocity, fluid static pressure, fluid static temperature and wall temperature. 
From these calculated values, total temperature is calculated from Equation 
(11), Mach No. is calculated from the relationship

M
V^Rg T

and total pressure is calculated from the equation

P (24)s1 1

The machine program solves for the fuel element core temperatures in a 
separate calculation. This calculation is based on the Fourier relation

s
-k d_T

d x (25)
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or integrating we have, for a flat plate construction

A k (T - T ^ 
a = - s \ c w)

t/2
(26)

The program is designed to handle any type of axial power distribution.
If any form of cosine distribution (full or "chopped") is applicable, the 
machine can operate with this as a direct input. If the axial power distribution 
is any other than a cosine-type variation, it may be handled by means of tabu
lated values.

The end effect such as entrance and exit pressure losses were computed by 
hand although these have been added to the machine program since this work 
was completed. The results of the machine program are shown in Fig. 111-15.

Properties of hydrogen.- The evaluation of heat transfer equations require 
knowledge of the variation of the properties of hydrogen with temperature and 
pressure. These were obtained in part from Ref. (6) and extended to higher 
temperatures and other pressures through the use of Refs. (7) and (8).

3. Core Thermodynamics, Comments and Conclusions

Evaluation of h, film coefficient.- Equation (3) used in the hand calculations 
was selected based on the results of Ref. (4). For the IBM program, Equation 
(15) was used and was selected based on the results of Refs. (9) and (10). For 
the range of parameters occurring in the second stage studies reported herein, 
the machine code predicts conservative values of the film coefficient which was 
considered desirable.

Radial power variation.- The major heat transfer problem in the reactor 
core is radial power variation. It is desirable to obtain as constant radial 
heat flux as possible. One method of obtaining this is through nonuniform fuel 
loading. Another method is by changing geometry radially across the core such 
as decreasing void fraction radially by decreasing hole size radially or by in
creasing fuel plate thickness radially or by increasing the structural fraction 
(moderator) radially. Any or all of these methods may be used; nevertheless, 
some deviation from flat radial power is usually still present. Similar methods 
may also be used to modify longitudinal power to some desired power distribu
tion. Unless methods are employed to achieve a relatively flat radial heat flux, 
the coolant mass flow will distribute unevenly across the core diameter, the 
lowest mass flows, unfortunately, being through the hottest tubes at the center. 
This implies that the coolant mass flow will not be matched to the power dis
tribution radially, and that the coolant gas exit temperature and corresponding 
fuel element temperatures in the central regions of the core will be consider
ably higher than the overall averages. It has been assumed in this study that 
the reactor core may be divided into regions in which the maximum to average 
radial power may be controlled from 1.1 to 1.0. This may be accomplished in 
various ways as indicated above.
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Longitudinal power variation.- Better heat transfer occurs with a forward 
peaking power distribution because the permissible temperature differences 
are considerably higher in the forward section due to the fact that the coolant 
temperature is very low. A forward peaking power distribution will permit 
the design of a shorter reactor core to transfer a given amount of heat as less 
heat transfer surface is required. The effect of a forward peaking distribution 
is shown in Fig. III-9.

Assumed radial and longitudinal power distribution.- These studies have 
been made using center peaking longitudinal power curves and the assumed 
longitudinal and radial power distributions used for the hand calculations are 
shown in Fig. Ill-10.

Typical core results." Figure III-9 shows typical coolant and fuel element 
surface conditions through a 1300-mw reactor. Represented are coolant gas 
total temperatures and total pressures, Mach No. and fuel element surface 
temperatures for a given reactor geometry. The effects of the variation in 
longitudinal peak-to-average power distribution on these parameters are shown. 
The center peak power distribution reaches maximum power at X/L = 0.5 and 
the forward peak distribution maximizes at X/L = 0.3. The forward peak curve 
used is not shown. Care is required in selecting a longitudinal power curve 
because of fuel element thermal stresses. In the cold end it is possible to 
achieve heat flux conditions much greater than average. This may result in 
very adverse stresses.

Core thermodynamic potential.- Figure III-11 shows the effects of varying 
the coolant flow rate on power output from a given reactor geometry at a con
stant reactor exit Mach number and temperature. It can be seen that the 
power is directly proportional to the coolant flow rate which, in turn, is pro
portional to the inlet pressure. This study was made to determine the develop
ment potential of a core which the Titan would orbit. The results show that 
approximately 9000 mw would be possible in the reactor used. Satisfactory 
pressures result at 1250 mw and moderately high pressures would be required 
at 9000 mw. The eventual mission of the 9000 mw design and its system para
meters would determine whether that reactor was the best reactor for that 
future mission.

4. Reflector Heat Removal

For the purposes of these studies it was assumed that approximately six 
percent of the reactor thermal power is absorbed by the propellant outside the 
core proper. The propellant leaving the nozzle cooling passages is passed 
through coolant passages in the radial reflector to remove this heat. The 
coolant void fraction is 0.25 of the radial reflector frontal area. The analysis 
of the pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics of the reflector coolant 
passages is similar to that outlined earlier.

UMFIED
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5. Radiation Heating

The proximity of the unshielded reactor in this system to the liquid hydro
gen tankage results in appreciable radiation heating of the propellant through 
attenuation of neutrons, absorption of gamma leakage radiation from the re
actor and through absorption of secondary radiation generated by neutron cap
ture. The magnitude of this effect has been calculated using manual techniques 
as a function of position within the tank for different hydrogen levels.

Three sources of nuclear heating were considered: (1) the transfer of 
neutron kinetic energy through elastic collision with hydrogen nuclei, (2) 
absorption of gamma radiation from the reactor core, (3) absorption of 
secondary gammas arising from thermal neutron capture in hydrogen. Heating 
due to structural scattering and secondaries from the titanium tank walls was 
neglected.

The heating rates due to attenuation of fast neutrons and core gammas were 
estimated as outlined in Ref. (12). A correction for streaming through core 
and reflector voids was applied.

The capture gamma ray flux was computed for a thermal neutron flux 
which varies exponentially with penetration through the tank. The method used 
includes the contribution to the gamma flux from neutron captures in all tank 
regions, both preceding and following the region in which the gamma flux is 
determined. The analytic expressions are as follows:

Ef
+ Ej [dr]

E
g

Etotal Ef + Eg

E'f gamma ray flux from tank regions at positions less than r

E gamma ray flux from tank regions at positions greater than r
g
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r

= neutron absorption cross section (cm

~ 1= gamma energy absorption coefficient (cm )

distance from plane neutron source to position at which and 

E are determined (cm)
o

total thickness of propellant region (cm)

= capture gamma source term
I0n (E) E Mev

cm^ sec

1)

n (E) 

E

= thermal neutron source strength at r = 0 neutrons
cm sec

= number of gammas at energy E per neutron capture 

= average energy of the secondary gammas (2.23 Mev).

Calculations were performed for a nominal reactor power of 1200 mw using 
the geometry indicated in Fig. 111-12. A two-foot thick, liquid hydrogen, 
shield preheater tank is located between the reactor and the bulk tankage. For 
this study the effective hydrogen density was taken as 0.06 gm/cc in the pre
heater and 0.08 gm/cc in the main storage tank.

The values for the heating were obtained along the axis of symmetry of the 
system, but were assumed to be constant radially to the inner face of the 
hydrogen tank.

The results of the analysis are presented in Fig. Ill-13 for the case of 
various hydrogen levels. Local variations in propellant density due to heat 
generated were not considered. As expected, neutron heating is appreciable 
in the initial hydrogen regions, but is relatively unimportant in the main 
tankage. The heating rates due to gamma absorption falls off slowly with pene
tration through the tank, due to the low attenuation of the gamma flux in the 
hydrogen propellant. The volumetric heating rates in the titanium tank walls 
should not be too important, insofar as propellant heating is concerned, be
cause the material thicknesses are small.

The calculated heating rates as a function of propellant tank length were 
used to determine the actual heating per unit weight of the propellant. For 
a flow rate of 100 lb/sec the average heating in the preheater tank is approxi
mately 28 Btu/lb, assuming no mixing of the propellant. Integrating the data 
in Fig. Ill-13 yields a total heating rate, within the propellant tank, of approxi
mately 0.5% of the total reactor operating power.
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The total amount of heat the hydrogen propellant may absorb, as a liquid, 
under the present conditions, is determined by use of the following equation 
(Ref. 2):

Ly = 217.0 - 0.27 (T - 16.6)2 

considering no orthohydrogen content, where: 

Lv = heat of vaporization (cal/mol)

T = temperature °K (31.6).

Substitution of these values into the equation and using proper conversion 
factors results in an Lv of 144 Btu/lb.

The results of this preliminary analysis indicates that more detailed analy
sis is demanded. Although the results appear marginal, from a nuclear heat
ing analysis viewpoint, the problem is by no means unresolvable. The inter
jection of two 10-mil gadolinium discs clad with approximately 5-mil titanium 
will reduce the heating rates within the main tank by a factor of approximately 
3. This is due to the suppression of the thermal neutrons resulting in the 
emission of secondary beta particles which are readily absorbed. In addition, 
increasing the reactor-tank separation distances will also decrease the nuclear 
heating rates. These factors will necessarily be considered and evaluated in 
a more detailed design study.

C. STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The overall structural design of the reactor involves the determination of 
the stresses in its component parts as produced by loads, temperatures and 
temperature gradients and evaluated in terms of their time-temperature 
histories. The stresses can result from any one or combinations of the 
following:

(1) Thermal gradients associated with steady-state heat flow.

(2) Thermal gradients resulting from reactor power changes.

(3) Thermal stresses due to restraint or fixity of the component and 
different coefficient of thermal expansion.

(4) Thermal gradients due to heat generation by radiation.

(5) Gas pressures.

(6) Missile accelerations.

uncwssud ' 55
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The classicial method for the stress analysis of unheated structure is based 

upon the assumption of time independent linear deformations of the material 
where the basic stress did not exceed the proportional limit or yield stress.

The phenomena of "creep" in elevated temperature structures is now 
generally understood. It is recognized as a time-dependent irreversible function 
of deformation and is defined in terms of a stress producing a creep rate, a 
limiting creep or total deformation and a stress causing creep rupture, which 
are related to the service life of the structure. The introduction of creep into 
thermal stress analysis results in a significant reduction of thermal stresses 
while only moderately affecting the load stresses. Since a small temperature 
gradient induces large thermal stresses, the importance of load stresses 
diminishes with creep becoming a more important factor at elevated temperatures.

A rational thermal stress analysis that includes the elastic and inelastic 
deformations leads to a series of complex mathematical expressions solutions 
of which require computations of considerable magnitude. To avoid these 
complications, the thermal stress analyses are based upon an elastic analysis 
where the thermal stresses are additive to the load stresses. This generally 
results in a conservative solution and serves as the best available approximation 
to the real thermal stresses. Although an elastic analysis of the reactor struc
ture was admissible for preliminary design and, in view of the substantial 
weight and volume reduction offered, the relaxation stresses of creep would 
be considered for final design.

The Martin Company has several generalized structural heating automatic 
computation programs set up for these advance heating problems. These pro
grams, with modifications, can provide analyses of time dependent, elastic 
and inelastic elevated temperature problems similar to those encountered in 
reactor design.

1. Reactor Fuel Element Design

In the design of any nuclear power package, primary consideration is 
initially placed on the structural design of the reactor core fuel elements.
These fuel elements which are subjected to a wide range of steady and 
transient temperature gradients control, to a large degree, the gas flow rate, 
the maximum reactor temperatures and the rate of power buildup.

In the initial design, preliminary estimates of the fuel element thermal 
stresses are obtained by consideration of the steady-state stresses. For this 
purpose. Fig. III-14 has been prepared for the steady-state temperature distri
bution and elastic thermal stresses for a thick, infinitely-long, unrestrained, 
homogenous, rectangular, graphite plate that generates heat uniformly 
throughout with a symmetrical temperature gradient across its thickness only 
and a constant coefficient of thermal conductivity. For this case, the maximum 
tensile stresses occur at the surface at a stress twice that of the compression 
stress at the midplane. Zero thermal stresses occur at a point 1/3 of the 1/2 
thickness from the midplane.

MND-ROC-1992
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The transient thermal stresses are then estimated from the solutions of 

simplified classical problems which are readily available in the substantial 
literature on heat transfer. Although these solutions do not represent the exact 
case, they do provide satisfactory and reasonable values for preliminary com
parisons between steady-state and transient conditions. As in all thermal stress 
solutions, once the temperature profile is established, the thermal stresses 
are then readily computed.

D. RESULTS OF REACTOR SYSTEM STUDIES

As indicated in the reactor system introduction, the primary input of the 
reactor systems studies to the overall vehicle study consists of Figs. II-9, 
11-10 and 11-11. Figure II-9 relates core free flow area to reactor weight for 
the 15% BeO-graphite core-BeO reflected reactor, the all-graphite core- 
BeO reflected reactor and the all-graphite core and reflector reactor system. 
The latter system was not used on the vehicle system integration study. The 
curves of Fig. II-9 represent narrow bands of feasible designs for a given 
free flow area. Figure 11-10 indicates the relationship between reactor weight 
and reactor inlet total pressure for various values of end reflector exit Mach 
number for a BeO (15%) moderated-BeO reflected reactor system.

Figure 11-11 presents the variation of reactor pressure ratio with reactor 
exit Mach number. It is noteworthy that for the restraints stated on Fig. 11-11, 
the pressure ratio is essentially a function of reactor exit Mach number only.

1. Effects of Core Dimensional Variations

The effects of varying the core dimensions while holding the core thermo
dynamic performance constant are shown in Figs. Ill-16 and III-17 for the 15% 
BeO cores and the BeO reflected-graphite cores, respectively. These curves 
indicate the limits to which core dimensional variations may be taken when 
nuclear and thermal stress limits are superimposed on the thermodynamic 
restraints. The nuclear limit is that combination of core diameter and void 
fraction which provides a "critical" core with a given reflector and the fuel 
loading rate indicated on the figures. The nuclear limits shown represent 
limits only for the fuel loadings shown. More fuel moves the nuclear limit to 
the right and down on the graph, while less fuel moves the limit line to the 
left and up. Similarly, a thicker reflector than the 15.24-cm reflector used 
here would move the limit to the right and down, and a thinner one to the left 
and up. The stress limit line was obtained by computing the average stress 
and estimating the maximum stress to be from 1.5 to 2.0 times the average 
stress. This factor of course depends on the final power distribution. The 
stress lines were determined by taking the heat transfer surface area re
sulting from a given plate thickness, core diameter and void fraction and 
computing the average stress (see Fig. Ill-14). The thermodynamic restraints 
in Figs. Ill-16 and III-17 are a maximum plate surface temperature in the hot 
channel of 4040° F, and a gas outlet temperature of 3140° F.
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The reactor weights shown in Figs. Ill-16 and III-17 are computed from the 
core and reflector geometry and the nuclear analyses (see Fig. II-9). As 
shown in Fig. Ill-16, there is a practical minimum weight of about 6500 lb 
for the 15% BeO-graphite system; and this occurs at a core diameter of 3.75 ft, 
41% core void, a 75-mil fuel plate thickness and an average fuel plate thermal 
stress of 1500 psi. For the all-graphite core system. Fig. Ill-17 indicates that 
the minimum practical weight is approximately 8500 lb; and that this occurs 
at a 4.25-ft core diameter, 39% core void, 90-mil fuel plate thickness and 
1500-psi average thermal stress.

The studies point out that the thinnest practicable fuel elements should be 
utilized in all cases because this provides the greatest heat transfer surface 
area for a given core weight. Increased surface area decreases the heat flux 
and fuel element surface temperature and in combination with the decreased 
fuel element thicknesses also decreases thermal stresses. This conclusion 
must be qualified however as thinner plates result in smaller flow passages 
and thus higher pressure drops through the core for a constant free flow area, 
core size and void fraction. In addition, some increase in nonfueled structure 
is required when fuel element thickness is decreased due to the use of smaller 
plate widths. In fact, if the structural integrity of the fuel plates is held con
stant, no decrease in heat flux and thermal stress is affected by the use of plate 
thicknesses below approximately 50 mils. Also, as plate thickness is decreased, 
less of the total graphite is in the fuel plates and the fuel loading rate must 
necessarily be increased. In a design of low loading rate, this effect is not too 
serious but in a high, loading rate design the effect is such that loading rate 
may control the minimum thickness. This discussion is qualitative only since 
the fuel loading rate, actual usable stresses, minimum fuel element thickness 
attainable, structural fraction, actual useable temperatures and power flatten
ing methods could be varied.

The pressure levels associated with the designs presented in Figs. Ill-16 
and III-17 are those used for the input to the overall system studies, and these 
are based on the fuel plate thicknesses shown. If smaller thicknesses are used, 
the core pressure ratios would have to be recomputed. This is particularly 
important for the all-graphite core reactors.

From Figs. Ill-16 and III-17, it is apparent that the nuclear limit is not as 
severe in the 15% BeO-core reactor system as in the all-graphite core reactor 
system as the desirable nuclear and thermodynamic solutions coincide. The 
all-graphite core system (Fig. Ill-17) would profit from higher full loading 
rates than that used in the study (0.3 g/cc of core graphite; 0.36 g/cc of fueled 
graphite at 20% graphite structure).

2. Development Potential

Based on the results of the overall system study presented earlier in this 
report, the best payload design for a tank pressurized system is indicated in 
Figs. III-16 and III-17. In Fig. III-16, this design is shown at a 4-ft diameter 
core, 45.5% core void, 7500-lb weight, 1200-psi average stress, 10-cm re
flector thickness and a 70-mil plate thickness. Also indicated in Fig. Ill-16 
is the best "development potential" design (i.e., highest payload plus reactor 
weight for a Titan orbited system.) This is shown at a 4.9-ft core diameter, 
a 50% core void, a 10,600-lb reactor weight, a 500-psi average thermal stress.
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a 10-cm reflector thickness, and a 75-mil fuel element thickness. The indica
ted development potential in this case is approximately 8 times power at a 
50-mil fuel element thickness. The 50-mil thickness designs will require higher 
pressures than the 75-mil designs. In Fig. III-17, the "best payload" plus 
reactor weight design is shown at a 4.75-ft core diameter, a 39% core void 
and a 90-mil fuel plate thickness. The development potential in this case is 
approximately 4 times power using 50-mil fuel element thicknesses.

Since the peak development potential is expected to be obtained at a fuel 
element thickness of approximately 50 mils, both types of reactors could 
profitably use higher fuel loadings than shown in Figs. III-16 and III-17. This 
is not uniformly true across the core-size range shown, and, in general, the 
smaller cores are the difficult cases.

A preliminary investigation of radial power flattening by varying void 
fraction radially, indicated that at an average plate thickness of 120 mil, the 
plates in the core center would be about 60-mil thick while the outer plates 
would be from 180 to 250 mil thick. Obviously the thermal stress in the 
thicker plates would be from 1.5 to 2.0 times the average radial stress. It is 
likely that fuel displacement would be the preferred method of radial power 
flattening. This may not be possible in the all-graphite core system since the 
required fuel loading rate is high. The 15% BeO-core system should permit 
power flattening by fuel displacement since the average loading is approximately 
1/6 of that allowable. In addition, the BeO moderator fraction may be radially 
varied without changing plate thickness.

The use of protective coatings on the graphite fuel elements is expected to 
cause increases in fuel loading requirements. However, since the coatings 
would allow higher temperatures than those contemplated in this study, it is 
believed that the results indicated would be valid for coated designs. If the 
coatings could not be added in the all-graphite core designs without decreasing 
void fraction, the weights shown in this report will be optimistic for these 
reactors. It is believed that the 15% BeO-core fuel plates may be coated with
out performance penalty, and it is probable that the performance reported 
herein is actually conservative.

Since the graphite fuel elements are subject to attack by the hot hydrogen 
as it passes through the core, the alternative to the use of protective coatings 
on the fuel elements was selected for the studies in this report. This consists 
of mixing a small percentage of methane gas with the hydrogen before it enters 
the core. Based on the preliminary tests made by Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, two mole-percent methane was chosen. It is felt that the results 
of these tests are not conclusive enough to determine if the addition of methane 
to the hydrogen gas is altogether desirable, but the assumption of its use does 
provide conservative performance results.
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UNCLASSIFIED
APPENDIX A

This Appendix presents in somewhat more detail, the overall system 
optimization procedure utilized to obtain the results presented in 
Chapter II, Section G, entitled "Systems Using 15% BeO Reactors."

The results of the analysis are presented graphically in Figs. A-l 
through A-9. Figure A-l presents the payload weights attainable as a 
function of specific impulse for the various cases. Each point on these 
curves is a design point and represents the maximum payload attain
able at each value of specific impulse. It is apparent that a payload of 
2060 lb can be realized and that the corresponding and optimum value 
of specific impulse is 655 seconds. The curve of Fig. A-l actually 
represents an envelope defining the maximum ordinates of families of 
curves of constant propellant tank pressure and constant Mach number 
at the exit of the exit-reflector. The points defining this envelope were 
taken from intermediate curves giving the relationship between payload 
weight, exit Mach number and tank pressure for a given value of specific 
impulse. Figure A-2 indicates this relationship for a specific impulse 
of 670 seconds and is typical of the curves for other values of specific 
impulse. From these intermediate curves, the Mach number at the 
exit of the exit reflector corresponding to the maximum payload weight 
was found to vary with specific impulse as indicated in Fig. A-3. It 
is apparent from this latter curve that a Mach number of 0.574 is 
required to realize the payload potential at the optimum specific impulse 
of 655 seconds. A crossplot of these intermediate curves at the Mach 
numbers yielding the maximum payload is presented in Fig. A-4 from 
which it is seen that the propellant tank pressure optimizes at a value 
of 130 psia regardless of the value of specific impulse. Figures A-5 
and A-6 indicate the corresponding optimum values of nozzle total 
pressure, nozzle exit diameter and throat diameter as they vary with 
specific impulse. Figure A-7 presents the weights of the various sys
tem components for these best systems as a function of specific impulse. 
From Figs. A-5 and A-6 it may be seen that the optimum nozzle total 
pressure is 60.7 psia, the optimum nozzle exit diameter is 102 inches 
and the optimum nozzle throat diameter is 29.1 inches. The corre
sponding optimum nozzle area ratio is of course 12.3/1. From Fig.
11-12 it may be seen that the propellant for the optimum system will weigh 
29230 lb. From Fig. A-7 it may be seen that the optimum tank weight 
is 3600 lb, the optimum reactor weight is 7670 lb and the optimum 
nozzle weight is 940 lb.

The reactor design selected has the following characteristics.

•y
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Free flow area 5.73 square feet
Core diameter 4.0 feet
Void fraction 45.5%

Core weight 3170 lb
Side reflector weight 3720 lb
End reflector weight 780 lb

Side reflector thickness 12 cm
-235Estimated critical mass 80 lb of U

Temperature coefficient of reactivity 1 x 10-5

Fuel element thickness 0.07 inches
Flow passage size (De) 0.194 inches

Flow gap (De/2) 0.092 inches

Passage length to diameter ratio 249
Passage inlet Mach number 0.067
Graphite structural fraction of core 20%
Fuel loading rate 0.067 gm/cc

The values of the various parameters associated with the optimum 
system are significant within the assumptions made in this study, in 
that, any deviation from these values to any significant degree will 
result in a decrease in the payload weight. For instance, increasing 
the specific impulse by utilizing a nozzle exit diameter larger than 
102 inches results in a weight increase that is greater than the thrust 
increase and the net result is a decrease in the payload.

The payload may be utilized of course for a variety of purposes 
and in a test vehicle for a nuclear power plant it is most likely to be 
utilized for the evaluation of reactors in a larger class size than those 
considered herein. To this end, an investigation was made at a specific 
impulse of 660 seconds to determine the weight of the largest reactor 
that could be placed into the specified orbits. With the reactor being 
the unknown quantity in the investigation, the relationship between reactor 
Mach number and reactor pressure ratio considered previously loses 
its significance. This investigation was limited to just one value of 
pressure ratio, i.e., 0.631 which happens of course to correspond to a 
reactor exit Mach number of 0.4 for the previous case where the reactor 
was a known quantity. The maximum reactor weight varies with pro
pellant tank pressure as indicated in Fig. A-9. It is seen that the 
maximum sized reactor is realized at a tank pressure of 100 psia 
which coincides to the pressure at which the minimum tank gages were 
established. Thus, a reactor weighing 10,650 lb can be placed in orbit.

MND-ROC -1992
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APPENDIX B

Presented in this Appendix is the analytical procedure used for evaluating 
the heat transfer characteristics of the core as presented in Chapter III, 
Section B.

The rate of heat addition to a coolant fluid is

dq (x) = w Cp dt. (1)

The local average heat source per unit volume is

Q' (x) = ^ Q (x, y, z) dy dz
(2)

where

Q (x, y, z) = volumetric heat source at a point 
Aj, = fuel cross-sectional area.

By combining (1) and (2), it can be shown that the longitudinal tem
perature distribution in the coolant is

Tx - Tx - ° S Q’ dx

0

The relationship of the local wall temperature, Tw , to the mixed- 
mean coolant temperature is x

(3)

dq
dir = h Tw -Tx

S \ x

(4)

Thus, it can be determined that

Q1 v,
T - T = _____ :1W x h A 

X s
(5)

where V. = heat generating volume (fuel volume)
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The volumetric heat source distribution in a channel having a cosine 

longitudinal distribution is

Q' = Q' m sm TTX

Or, for a symmetrically chopped cosine distribution is

. v (x + K)
Q = Q m sin L + 2X-

where is the maximum value at x = L/2.

Combining Equations (3) and (6) we have the rise in coolant tem
perature through the channel is

(6)

Tx -Tt
o

Q'm Af (L + 2M 

TTW Cp
- COS IT (x + X) 

L + 2 X

and the local film temperature potential,therefore, is

TwX

Q* V„ m f
h As

sin Tr (x + X)
L + 2^

(7)

(8)

The value of wall temperature, T , at any point with respect to the
fluid entrance temperature, Trp , is, thus

o

TwX o

Q'mVf - Mx-fX) 
h~A------- sm l+TX"

Q' V, (L + 2X) m f
TTW Cp L

cos '(rTSTr-)- cos tt(x + X)
L + 2 X. (9)

By differentiation of Equation (9) for the value of x at Tw maximum

and assuming the same flow rate in all channels, the maximum wall 
temperature can be represented by the following where P5z 6^ is

substituted for Q’ V-m f

UNCLASSIFIED
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w - T
max

t
P 6 6 (L + 2Mz r 

TTW Cp L

V
a

1 +£*
+ cos

TT K 1
Li + 2 X. -a/ 2v i + Q-

where

a
ttw Cp L
h A (L + 2 X.)s

(10)

(11)

P = core power

6 = axial peak to average powerz

6^ = radial peak to average power,

or solving (10) for a and equating to (11)

ttw Cp L
h A (L + 2 X)s

w - T
max

oY w Cp L

P 6 6 (L + 2 X.)z r
cos

TT X.
L + 2 X

By insertion of the film coefficient expression

1/2

(12)

h = 0.034 (NRe)f * (Npr^ f0'4 ^ ) -0. 1
(12a)

into Equation (12), we have:

u1-1!®*1

(L + 2 X) (Ac E)072
( )

TT W

_______
- T. \ TTW C0 L w t / Pmax 

P 6 6 (L + 2X)z r

2 1/2

cos TT X
L + 2)a

0.0202 k 0. 6

, • v 0.2 „ O 074"
(w) Cp^ pf

(13)

where

E = void fraction

Ac core frontal area.
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A set of curves was plotted assuming a full cosine axial power distribution 

using Equation (13) and the approximation that De = 2u, where u = flow gap for

a flat plate construction. These curves checked fairly v/ell with the machine 
program results shown in Fig. Ill-15.

Equation (13) permits the preliminary design of a core considering a maxi
mum fuel plate temperature. A second equation is required to define the 
reactor inlet pressure necessary to obtain a predetermined outlet Mach No. 
Reference (11) gives the following approximate relationship between inlet (0) 
and outlet (1) Mach numbers.

1

7 M 2 T+ 
'o o t

7i Mi Tt
o

7 + 1
7-l

mean

x
L (14)

where
7 + 1
7-I

mean

can be replaced by a constant close to 1.00 (1.00 to 1.13) introducing very 
little error, and the integral can be evaluated by substitution of Equation (10) 
for wall temperature.

1 +

1 +
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1_
2

T - T, 2 T. w t t.
X__________ X_ X

Tt
o

d(f.) -I-

1
2 At

Tt 1

r\ r\o ^ o

P 6 6 / 2P 6 6z r . tt (x + X.) , z rsin -4—r-^4- +h A L + 2 X w Cp L

cos
ir X
L + 2 X

tr(x + X)cos -T-TW- + 2 Tt
o

“(c) (15)

or, integrating, we have

I = 1
Tt

P 6 6z r
IT

/ L + 2 X

l L
from Equation (12) we have

cos ir X 1 + 1
L + 2XII hA wC + T.

o.

(16)

h A =
xr w Cp L

s L + 2 X

1/2

Tw -T irwc L
max o _ „ 'Tr x

P 6 6 (L + 2 X) " cos L + 2 X
z r

(17)
From Equation (12a) we have

h A

n .r0-8 /a \0.2 T 0.9 « 0.4. 0.60.0633 w (Acz) L Cp
 Q—|

U jUf
(18)

1
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unclassified
From Equation (12a) and Colburn’s analogy, f/2 = j, it can be shown that 

the fanning friction factor is given by

f = 0.090 (19)

NOTE:

The constant in this equation has been increased by 30% to predict 
more realistic values of friction factor.

By combining Equations (19), (18) and (17) with Equation (14), we have

T t o
Mo

2

y + 1 
7 ' 1

ro

7o

+ 1 
hT

4 7
i + 2Li.L m. 2

2 1
1 +2L^- Mn2 

2 O

y + 1
7-I

mean
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2.08 (ETx)(Npr) 0. 6 

f

1 1/2

(Tw -Tt ) ,rwCpL 
max o/
P 6 6 (L + 2 X)z r

2
7T X.

'COS L+TX -1

P6z6r(L + 2M y \/ i .1 , _
irL \COS U+TkH h Ag +w Cp j tQ:) (20)

Equation (20), when solved in terms of the geometric variables by making 
the assumptions stated earlier, shows that for a given maximum surface 
temperature (T ) and other inputs (i.e. , T. , P, 6 , 6 , etc.) there is

** t Z I*max o
definite relationship between inlet and outlet Mach number and that this rela
tionship is independent of A e and L. However, since

w2 R T
P 2 = So

so Mo2 7og(Ace>2 '

the relationship between inlet pressure and outlet Mach number is dependent 
on Ac £. This relationship is shown in Fig. Ill-15.

The above analytical approach was checked by means of the IBM 704 
machine program described in Section D, and fairly good agreement between 
the two approaches was found. It should be pointed out that the analytical 
method applies only from the Core inlet to the core outlet stations, and any 
effects of end reflectors must be considered separately.
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